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Abstract

The rapid propagation of misinformation poses
substantial risks to public interest. To combat
misinformation, large language models (LLMs)
are adapted to automatically verify claim cred-
ibility. Nevertheless, existing methods heav-
ily rely on the embedded knowledge within
LLMs and / or black-box APIs for evidence
collection, leading to subpar performance with
smaller LLMs or upon unreliable context. In
this paper, we propose retrieval augmented fact
verification through the synthesis of contrast-
ing arguments (RAFTS). Upon input claims,
RAFTS starts with evidence retrieval, where we
design a retrieval pipeline to collect and re-rank
relevant documents from verifiable sources.
Then, RAFTS forms contrastive arguments
(i.e., supporting or refuting) conditioned on
the retrieved evidence. In addition, RAFTS
leverages an embedding model to identify infor-
mative demonstrations, followed by in-context
prompting to generate the prediction and expla-
nation. Our method effectively retrieves rele-
vant documents as evidence and evaluates argu-
ments from varying perspectives, incorporating
nuanced information for fine-grained decision-
making. Combined with informative in-context
examples as prior, RAFTS achieves significant
improvements to supervised and LLM base-
lines without complex prompts. We demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method through
extensive experiments, where RAFTS can out-
perform GPT-based methods with a signifi-
cantly smaller 7B LLM1.

1 Introduction

As the scope of social media and digital forums
continue to expand, increasing amount of misin-
formation has been observed across multiple plat-
forms (e.g., Twitter), posing risks to public inter-
est (Chen et al., 2022). Therefore, fact-checking
methods are proposed to prevent the spreading of

1Our implementation is publicly available at
https://github.com/yueeeeeeee/RAFTS.

false information before it leads to severe conse-
quences (Litou et al., 2017; Hassan et al., 2017; Shu
et al., 2017). For example, online fact-checking
services (e.g., Snopes2) employ professional fact-
checkers to identify instances of misinformation.
Nevertheless, human fact-checking involves a sig-
nificant amount of manual work, proving to be less
efficient confronted with the vast volume of mis-
information, particularly as it evolves and spreads
online (Micallef et al., 2020; Nakov et al., 2021).

To perform fact-checking at scale, automated
methods have emerged by leveraging large lan-
guage models (LLMs) (Shu et al., 2022; Yang et al.,
2022; Yue et al., 2023; Choi and Ferrara, 2024).
For example, RARG proposes to train and align
LLMs for generating faithful explanations upon
detected misinformation (Yue et al., 2024). De-
spite their effectiveness, these methods typically re-
quire extensive training data and may demonstrate
performance deterioration upon domain / concept
shifts (Zhu et al., 2022; Nan et al., 2022; Gu et al.,
2023; Shang et al., 2024a). Moreover, many mod-
els are unaware of external evidence / knowledge
and must be frequently re-trained to incorporate
up-to-date domain knowledge for accurate fact-
verification (Izacard and Grave, 2021; Borgeaud
et al., 2022; Yue et al., 2023).

As a solution, evidence-based fact-checking
methods are proposed to collect evidence (e.g., doc-
uments, graphs etc.), followed by extracting rele-
vant information and assessing the credibility of
input claims through LLMs (Koloski et al., 2022;
Kou et al., 2022b; Shang et al., 2022a; Wu et al.,
2022b; Zhang and Gao, 2023; Wang and Shu, 2023;
Liu et al., 2024). An example is FOLK, which
leverages first-order-logic to construct sub-claims
and perform question answering-based verification
to generate predictions and explanations (Wang
and Shu, 2023). Yet current approaches rely on the
assumption that input claims can be decomposed

2https://www.snopes.com/
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Input Claim

(e.g., Facebook has a 
policy against users' 

posting the text of the 
Lord's Prayer.)

Document 
Retrieval

Fact 
Chechking

Reliable Source
of Documents

Retrieved
Documents

Output

Prediction: False

Explanation: Facebook's 
community standards make 
no mention of prohibiting 
the posting of the Lord's 
Prayer or other forms of 
religious expression. Only 
hate speech directed at a 
person's religious affiliation 
is disallowed under 
Facebook's standards.

Figure 1: Our retrieval augmented generation framework for fact verification.

into a series of predicates (i.e., sub-claims) through
complex prompts. Moreover, they depend on the
embedded knowledge within LLMs and / or black-
box APIs (e.g., SerpAPI3) to collect external infor-
mation, leading to subpar performance with smaller
LLMs or provided with unreliable evidence (Zhang
and Gao, 2023; Wang and Shu, 2023).

Consequently, we consider a retrieval augmented
generation (RAG) framework designed to extract
relevant information from reliable documents (i.e.,
Wikipedia, scholarly articles etc.), where the ex-
tracted information can be used as supporting facts
to assess the claim credibility through LLMs. That
is, given the input statement, our first objective is
to retrieve (and optionally re-rank) relevant docu-
ments among an extensive collection of documents
from verifiable sources. Subsequently, we utilize
the retrieved documents to fact-check the input
claim, aiming to either confirm the input or un-
cover opposing information that identifies misin-
formation. Our framework is visually illustrated
in Figure 1, where the RAG-based fact verification
framework retrieves relevant documents, and then
generates both prediction and explanation regard-
ing the validity of the input statement.

To this end, we propose retrieval augmented fact
verification through the synthesis of contrastive
arguments (RAFTS), which effectively retrieves
relevant documents and performs few-shot fact
verification using pretrained LLMs. RAFTS is
structured into three components: (1) demonstra-
tion retrieval, where informative in-context exam-
ples are collected to improve fact-checking perfor-
mance; (2) document retrieval, in which we de-
sign a retrieve and re-rank pipeline to accurately
identify relevant documents for input claims; and
(3) few-shot fact verification through the synthe-
sis of contrasting arguments. Unlike current ap-
proaches, RAFTS formulates supporting and op-
posing arguments derived from the facts within the

3https://www.serpapi.com/

collected documents. Combined the informative in-
context examples, RAFTS demonstrates enhanced
fact-checking performance and consistently gen-
erates high-quality explanations. To validate the
effectiveness of RAFTS, we adopt multiple bench-
mark datasets and perform extensive experiments
on both document retrieval and fact verification.
Experiment results highlight the effectiveness of
the proposed approach, where RAFTS can outper-
form state-of-the-art methods even with a signifi-
cantly smaller LLM (e.g., Mistral 7B).

We summarize our contributions:

1. We propose a RAG-based framework, where
relevant documents are retrieved from reliable
sources to fact-check input claims.

2. We design RAFTS in three key components:
demonstration retrieval, document retrieval
and in-context prompting. RAFTS identi-
fies informative examples and relevant doc-
uments, followed by synthesizing contrastive
arguments for fine-grained fact-checking.

3. We show the effectiveness of RAFTS by ex-
perimenting on document retrieval and fact
verification tasks. Both quantitative and qual-
itative results demonstrate that RAFTS can
outperform state-of-the-art methods in fact
verification and explanation generation.

2 Related Work

2.1 Large Language Models and Retrieval
Augmented Generation

Recent advancements in large language models
(LLMs) have shown significantly enhanced capa-
bilities in language comprehension and genera-
tion (Raffel et al., 2020; Brown et al., 2020; Wei
et al., 2021; Ouyang et al., 2022; Chowdhery et al.,
2022; Touvron et al., 2023; OpenAI, 2023; Jiang
et al., 2024). Due to the vast number of parame-
ters and extensive quantity of pretraining corpora,



LLMs can embed global knowledge within their pa-
rameters, and thus achieve significant performance
improvements across diverse applications (Ope-
nAI, 2023; Penedo et al., 2023; Sun et al., 2023).
However, LLMs often fail to capture fine-grained
knowledge and frequently generate inaccurate or
fabricated information (also known as hallucina-
tion) (Peng et al., 2023; Rawte et al., 2023). To
access up-to-date knowledge without costly re-
training, retrieval augmented generation (RAG) has
been proposed to generate text based on collected
documents from verifiable sources (Guu et al.,
2020; Lewis et al., 2020; Izacard and Grave, 2021;
Borgeaud et al., 2022; Izacard et al., 2022; Shi et al.,
2023; Ram et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023a). For
example, Self-RAG can dynamically fetch external
documents to generate contents through the usage
of special tokens for retrieval and reflection (Asai
et al., 2023). Nevertheless, current RAG methods
remain under-explored for fact verification, par-
ticularly regarding accurate evidence retrieval and
fine-grained classification (Wang and Shu, 2023;
Zhang and Gao, 2023). As such, our work studies
retrieval augmented fact verification, which gath-
ers evidence from reliable sources and integrates
contrasting opinions to achieve fine-grained fact
verification.

2.2 Fact Verification and Misinformation
Detection

Fact verification methods can generally be divided
into two main categories: (1) content-based ap-
proaches, where machine learning models predict
and reason over input contents (e.g., text) to iden-
tify misinformation (Yue et al., 2022; Jiang et al.,
2022; Yue et al., 2023; Chen and Shu, 2023a; Liu
et al., 2023; Mendes et al., 2023; Huang et al.,
2024). Incorporating additional attributes / modali-
ties such as image and propagation paths can fur-
ther enhance fact verification performance (Shang
et al., 2021; Santhosh et al., 2022; Shang et al.,
2022b; Wu et al., 2022c; Zhou et al., 2023; Yao
et al., 2023; Qu et al., 2024); (2) evidence-based ap-
proaches, which involve gathering external knowl-
edge (e.g., knowledge graphs or document pieces)
as evidence to validate input claims and identify
false information (Kou et al., 2021, 2022a; Wu
et al., 2022a; Yang et al., 2022; Shang et al., 2022c;
Xu et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2023;
Wang and Shu, 2023; Yue et al., 2024; Shang et al.,
2024b). For example, HiSS adopts hierarchical

step-by-step prompting with off-the-shelf LLMs
and black-box question answering (QA) pipelines
to perform few-shot fact verification (Zhang and
Gao, 2023). However, state-of-the-art fact verifica-
tion methods primarily concentrate on improving
accuracy via sophisticated prompts and / or intrin-
sic knowledge of LLMs, causing performance de-
grade upon smaller LLMs or domain shifts (Wang
and Shu, 2023; Pelrine et al., 2023; Chen and Shu,
2023b). Therefore, we concentrate on retrieval
augmented fact verification by collecting relevant
documents from reliable sources, enabling LLMs
to augment their knowledge base for claim verifica-
tion. Furthermore, we exploit in-context prompting
by learning from demonstrations and synthesizing
contrastive arguments, and thus significantly im-
proves fact-checking performance.

3 Preliminary

We consider the following problem setup: given
input claim x (with label y) and k-shot demonstra-
tions {(xi, yi)}ki=1, we aim to: (1) retrieve a set
of m documents {di}mi=1 that provide relevant in-
formation to be used as supporting evidence; and
(2) generate label ŷ and explanation e based on
the input x, k-shot examples {(xi, yi)}ki=1 and re-
trieved evidence {di}mi=1. For each input x, we
leverage a pretrained embedding model fembed to
adaptively retrieve demonstrations {(xi, yi)}ki=1,
whereas a retrieval model is learnt to predict
{di}mi=1 and provide relevant information from veri-
fiable sources. Based on the retrieved examples and
documents, the predicted ŷ should ideally match
the ground truth label y. In addition, the generated
explanation e should demonstrate desirable proper-
ties (e.g., factuality), see example in Figure 1. We
elaborate our settings in the following.
Input & Output: Given a dataset with train and
test splits X train and X test, we denote the docu-
ment retrieval pipeline as fretrieve and the LLM-
based fact-checking model as fcheck. Formally, our
framework consists of two sub-problems in infor-
mation retrieval (i.e., evidence collection) and fact
verification (i.e., prediction and explanation), with
each of the problem defined below:

• Document Retrieval: Given input claim x,
human annotated document d and a collec-
tion of n documents {di}ni=1 (with d ∈
{di}ni=1), our objective is to learn a retrieval
model fretrieve that ranks the claim-document
pair with the highest score (fretrieve(x, d) =



max{fretrieve(x, di)}ni=1). During training, in-
put x and d can be used to learn fretrieve. In
inference, we collect a subset of m documents
{di}mi=1 for fact verification, where m ≪ n.

• Fact Verification: Subsequently, we leverage
both input x and collected documents {di}mi=1

from the previous step and utilize fcheck to gen-
erate: (1) prediction ŷ on the input credibility;
and (2) explanation e on the reasoning of the
prediction. To perform in-context prompting,
we incorporate k-shot examples {(xi, yi)}ki=1

from X train as input (xi ̸= x). In other words,
ŷ, e = fcheck({(xi, yi)}ki=1, {di}mi=1, x)).

Learning: Our retrieval pipeline fretrieve is param-
eterized by θ. To learn fretrieve, we maximize the
score of the sampled input-document pair (x, d).
That is, we minimize the expected loss L over
X train: minθ E(x,d)∼X train [L(θ, (x, d))]. Mean-
while, the fact-checking model fcheck (i.e., pre-
trained LLM) remains unchanged to minimize
training expenses. To optimize fact-checking per-
formance of fcheck, we employ a lightweight em-
bedding model fembed to select informative in-
context demonstrations {(xi, yi)}ki=1, we elaborate
the details in Section 4.1.

4 Methodology

4.1 In-Context Demonstrations

Current LLM-based approaches for fact verifica-
tion utilize sophisticated prompts to identify mis-
information, but depend on carefully designed
prompts and static in-context demonstrations (Wei
et al., 2022; Zhang and Gao, 2023). Nevertheless,
the classification criteria often vary from domain
to domain, causing performance drops when iden-
tical prompts are applied across different contexts
(as we show in Section 5). In addition, diverse
and informative examples are found to be help-
ful for performance, in particular for smaller yet
more efficient LLMs (Liu et al., 2021; Zhang et al.,
2022; Levy et al., 2023; Li and Qiu, 2023). As
such, we design a retrieval pipeline to select in-
context demonstrations, thereby enhancing the fact-
checking performance and mitigating performance
deterioration issues across domains.

We formulate the in-context learning (ICL) prob-
lem as follows. Provided with k-shot exam-
ples {(xi, yi)}ki=1, we prompt a pretrained LLM
with them as demonstrations to generate the fact-

checking prediction ŷ given input x:

ŷ = argmax
y

fcheck(y|{(xi, yi)}ki=1, x), (1)

with fcheck returning the output probabilities of
the LLM. The prediction can be obtained by se-
lecting the output with the highest probability con-
ditioned on the provided in-context examples and
input claim. In contrast to existing prompting meth-
ods, in RAFTS, LLM receives the task description
via in-context examples. As a result, the perfor-
mance of fact verification is highly sensitive to the
selection of {(xi, yi)}ki=1. To this end, we design
a simple and efficient example retrieval pipeline,
which is designed to choose semantically similar
examples from the training set to maximize the
relevance and informativeness of demonstrations
{(xi, yi)}ki=1 during in-context learning.

Specifically, we adopt a pretrained embedding
model, denoted with fembed (kept frozen in our
RAFTS framework). The objective of our re-
trieval pipeline is to identify a set of k examples
{(xi, yi)}ki=1 for each claim x, with:

{(xi, yi)}ki=1 = topk({sim(fembed(x),

fembed(xi))}
|X train|
i=1 ),

(2)
where topk returns k largest elements from the
given set (i.e., claims with highest similarity to
x), while sim represents the cosine similarity func-
tion (i.e., sim(a, b) = a·b

∥a∥∥b∥ ). In essence, Equa-
tion (2) encodes the examples from the training set
X train (only needs to be performed once), and then
identifies the top-k nearest elements by comput-
ing the highest cosine similarity scores. Overall,
our in-context example retrieval pipeline performs
similarity-based filtering to select semantically rel-
evant examples, and thus optimizes the prior dis-
tribution for in-context learning. We additionally
apply similarity thresholding by establishing a min-
imum cosine similarity of 0.5, and set k = 10 as
the maximum number of demonstrations. In our
implementation, SimCSE-RoBERTa is employed
as the embedding function fembed to encode input
claims (Liu et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2021).

4.2 Document Retrieval
The majority of RAG and fact-checking methods
utilize sparse retrieval algorithms, dense retrieval
models or third-party APIs to collect relevant doc-
uments (Izacard and Grave, 2021; Izacard et al.,
2022; Ram et al., 2023; Wang and Shu, 2023;



In-Context
1Synthesis

 Argument
Generation

Retrieval

Collected Documents
Document 1: Contrary to the online rumors, Facebook 
founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg has not said…
Document 2: In a March 2012 Financial Times article, 
referring to efforts to address the ongoing violence…

Document 
Retrieval

   Synthesis: Merge Arguments and Predict via In-Context Prompting

 Input: Claim: Claim Example 1; Supporting argument: Supporting Argument Example 1; Refuting argument: Supporting Argument Example 1
 Based on the claim, supporting and refuting arguments, it is clear that among “True”, “Half-True” and “False”  the claim can be classified as Label 1

 ……………… Further in-context examples ………………
 Claim: Facebook has a policy…; Supporting argument: It's challenging to construct a…; Refuting argument: It appears there is no direct evidence…
 Based on the claim, supporting and refuting arguments, it is clear that among “True”, “Half-True” and “False” the claim can be classified as _______
 Prediction: False 
 Explanation: Given the analysis of both arguments, the validity of the claim leans towards false. The reasoning behind this conclusion is twofold…

Input Claim

Claim: Facebook has 
a policy against users' 
posting the text of the 
Lord's Prayer.

Branch 1: Supporting Argument
Supporting Argument: It's challenging to construct a direct 
supporting argument for the claim that "Facebook has a policy 
against users' posting the text of the Lord's Prayer" since neither 
document explicitly mentions such a policy. The first document…

Branch 2: Refuting Argument
Refuting Argument: It appears there is no direct evidence to 
support the claim that Facebook has a policy against users posting 
the text of the Lord's Prayer. The first document explicitly 
addresses and refutes online rumors associated with Mark…

Example 
Retrieval

Figure 2: The proposed RAFTS, which performs few-shot fact verification by incorporating informative in-context
demonstrations and contrastive arguments with nuanced information derived from the retrieved documents.

Zhang and Gao, 2023). While sparse retrieval
methods are widely used, they often fall short in
delivering optimal retrieval results for knowledge-
intensive tasks like fact verification. On the other
hand, dense retrieval methods suffer from effi-
ciency issues in processing massive document col-
lections and require extensive annotated data for
optimal performance. These constraints render
current retrieval approaches less effective for fact
verification, where no / limited annotated claim-
document pairs are available for training.

Therefore, we propose a two-stage pipeline
fretrieve in RAFTS that performs coarse-to-fine
retrieval, which improves both computation effi-
ciency and retrieval performance. Specifically, our
pipeline includes: (1) sparse retrieval via BM25,
which collects a subset {di}m̂i=1 from a large col-
lection of documents; and (2) an dense retrieval
model (denoted with θ) that re-ranks and refines
the selection of retrieved documents. Based on x,
the first step narrows down to a subset from a much
larger collection {di}ni=1, while the learnable dense
retriever further selects the m most relevant doc-
uments {di}mi=1 to verify input validity. Although
BM25 may retrieve less relevant or even irrelevant
elements, we note that with proper selection of m̂,
the desired documents tend to be found within the
retrieved set for most cases. In our implementa-
tion, we use m̂ = 20 and m = 5 to balance the
document retrieval performance and efficiency.

Following the sparse BM25 retrieval, we elab-
orate the learning of our dense retrieval model.

To enhance re-ranking performance with limited
annotated data, we exploit the BM25 scores as
a coarse estimation of claim-document relevance.
That is, we utilize the BM25 scores from the previ-
ous retrieval stage, combined with a limited collec-
tion of annotated examples, to train the dense re-
triever model. Specifically for claim-document pair
(x, d), we sample l positive documents {dpi }li=1

and l negative documents {dni }li=1 based on the
BM25 and inverse BM25 scores, which avoids in-
troducing extensive noise in training. Using the
sampled documents, we construct a ranking loss
to expand the margin between document d and
the highest ranked document from {dpi }li=1 (i.e.,
fden(x, d) − max({fden(x, dpi )}

l
i=1)). In addition, we

enhance the relevance between input-document
pairs by imposing a penalty when the margin is
below threshold τ . Furthermore, our training objec-
tive incorporates a contrastive term derived from In-
foNCE (Chen et al., 2020; Yue et al., 2024), which
improves the relevance estimation between input-
document pairs by ‘pushing away’ negative docu-
ments. Overall, the optimization objective is:

E(x,d)∼X [ max(0,max({f(x, dpi )}
l
i=1)− f(x, d) + τ)

− λ
exp(f(x, d))

exp(f(x, d)) +
∑

2l exp(f(x, di))
],

(3)
where

∑
2l exp(f(x, di)) represents the exponen-

tial sum of both positive examples {dpi }li=1 and neg-
ative examples {dni }li=1. τ is the ranking margin
threshold and λ is a scaling factor. For each pair of



x and d, the first term in Equation (3) becomes rel-
evant when fden(x, d) does not exceed the highest
ranked document (i.e., also known as hard negative)
score by τ . Moreover, the contrastive term max-
imizes exponential score of the input-document
pair in contrast to the sum of scores from the sam-
pled documents. Hence, the dense retriever model
learns to prioritize highly relevant documents while
effectively filtering out those of less relevance to
improve fact verification performance.

4.3 Fact Verification by Synthesizing
Contrastive Arguments

To facilitate fact verification with LLMs, exist-
ing methods leverage intricate templates and tech-
niques such as chain-of-thought (CoT), which de-
composes input claims into sub-claims to ver-
ify (Wei et al., 2022; Wang and Shu, 2023).
Yet when assessing the (sub)-claims, current ap-
proaches prompt LLMs to perform binary classi-
fication (i.e., true or false), and thus often fail to
incorporate nuanced information for fine-grained
fact-checking (Zhang and Gao, 2023; Pelrine et al.,
2023). Moreover, the extended context created
by retrieved demonstrations and documents can
impair performance in LLMs with limited con-
text windows or in smaller LLMs. Therefore, we
propose a branching approach by generating and
synthesizing contrastive arguments, in which we:
(1) decompose the fact-checking task into generat-
ing supporting and refuting arguments upon input
claim and retrieved documents; and (2) learn from
informative in-context examples to synthesize the
contrasting arguments, which incorporates adaptive
prior knowledge and varying viewpoints.

Provided with claim and retrieved documents,
our first sub-task involves creating two branches
in parallel that generate independent yet varying
arguments from two opposing perspectives. In par-
ticular, we leverage the text comprehension and
summarization capabilities of LLMs and perform
instruction prompting to extract relevant facts and
generate supporting / refuting arguments. We adopt
a simple task description and optimize it to ob-
tain concise, yet accurate arguments within a few
sentences. For input x and retrieved documents
{di}mi=1, the generated supporting / refuting argu-
ments are denoted with s and r. Therefore, for a
specific example (x, y) ∼ X , we enrich the input
to (s, r, x, y) by integrating both supporting and re-
futing arguments. Notably, if no pertinent evidence

is found to form the argument, LLMs are instructed
to recognize the absence of evidence, as illustrated
in branch 1 of Figure 2. Consequently, this allows
us to guide LLMs to take both arguments into con-
sideration, facilitating a comprehensive analysis on
the claim and its credibility.

Moving to the argument synthesis and infer-
ence phase (i.e., in-context synthesis) of our fact-
checking framework, we aim to generate accurate
prediction on the claim validity by leveraging in-
context examples along with the contrasting argu-
ments. Recall our in-context learning framework
condition on the k-shot examples {(xi, yi)}ki=1, we
also incorporate the generated arguments and refor-
mulate our inference with:

ŷ = argmax
y

fcheck(y|{si, ri, xi, yi}ki=1, s, r, x),

(4)
where si, ri are the supporting and refuting argu-
ments for the i-th demonstration. Note that the
documents {di}mi=1 are implicitly included in the
arguments and thus no longer used in the prompt.
At this point, we adopt the following template for
each example in the final prompt:

Claim: Claim
Supporting argument: Supporting Arg
Refuting argument: Refuting Arg
Based on the claim, its supporting and
refuting arguments, it is clear that among
Classes, the claim should be classified
as Label.

Here, Claim, Supporting Arg, Refuting Arg,
Classes are populated with the input claim, sup-
porting and refuting arguments and the set of all
classes. For in-context examples, Label is filled
with the respective example’s label, whereas for
the target example, Label is left blank for predic-
tion. Following the prediction, the explanation is
generated in a similar fashion by integrating both
arguments and prompting with instruction.

4.4 Summary of RAFTS
Overall, the proposed RAFTS has three compo-
nents: (1) example retrieval; (2) document retrieval;
and (3) in-context fact verification. The first two
components are designed to collect relevant demon-
strations and supporting documents that provide
insightful context information. In the third compo-
nent, we propose to generate contrasting arguments
upon the retrieved documents, followed by incor-
porating these perspectives in inference to achieve



Model MS MARCO Check-COVID

N@1 ↑ N@3 ↑ R@3 ↑ N@5 ↑ R@5 ↑ N@1 ↑ N@3 ↑ R@3 ↑ N@5 ↑ R@5 ↑

TFIDF 0.419 0.531 0.613 0.562 0.687 0.266 0.363 0.427 0.385 0.480
BM25 0.665 0.746 0.801 0.760 0.836 0.292 0.395 0.467 0.426 0.545
DPR 0.738 0.793 0.850 0.797 0.903 0.324 0.411 0.477 0.457 0.588
E5 0.796 0.855 0.895 0.865 0.920 0.445 0.584 0.679 0.609 0.741

RAFTS 0.802 0.858 0.896 0.868 0.920 0.513 0.631 0.712 0.646 0.750

Table 1: Evaluation results on document retrieval, with best results in bold and second best results underlined.

fine-grained fact verification. With informative in-
context examples featuring contrastive arguments,
RAFTS can perform well regardless of the LLM
size. To demonstrate the efficacy of RAFTS, we
perform extensive experiments on multiple fact ver-
ification datasets, revealing that RAFTS can sur-
pass state-of-the-art fact-checking methods even
with a significantly smaller LLM.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiment Design

Document Retrieval. Our example retrieval model
fembed uses the pretrained SimCSE-RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2021). The document re-
trieval model fretriever consists of BM25 and a
dense retriever initialized with E5 (base) (Wang
et al., 2022). We adopt MS MARCO and Check-
COVID dataset for document retrieval (Nguyen
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2023b). The adopted met-
rics are NDCG and Recall (i.e., N@k and R@k)
with k ∈ [1, 3, 5]. For baselines, we adopt the
sparse TFIDF and BM25 and dense models DPR
and E5 (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022).
Fact Verification. We adopt Mistral 7B and
GPT-3.5 as our base LLM (Jiang et al., 2023;
Ouyang et al., 2022). We adopt three datasets
with varying granularity: LIAR (True / Mostly-
true / Half-true / Barely-true / False / Pants-fire)),
RAWFC (True / Half-true / False), and ANTiVax
(True / False) (Wang, 2017; Yang et al., 2022;
Hayawi et al., 2022). For LIAR and RAWFC, we
adopt Wikipedia as document sources and use the
MS MARCO trained retriever. The document col-
lection for ANTiVax is collected from CORD and
LitCOVID, thus we use the Check-COVID trained
retriever (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020;
Chen et al., 2021). Our supervised baselines are dE-
FEND, SentHAN, SBERT-FC and CofCED (Shu
et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2019; Kotonya and Toni,
2020; Yang et al., 2022). GPT-3.5-based methods
include GPT-3.5, CoT, ReAct and HiSS (Brown

et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2022; Yao et al., 2022;
Zhang and Gao, 2023). We adopt macro recall,
precision and F1 scores to evaluate fact-checking
performance. Automated evaluation is used for ex-
planation quality, including politeness, factuality
and claim-relevance following (He et al., 2023).

5.2 Document Retrieval
Our document retrieval results are reported in Ta-
ble 1. In this table, rows represent retrieval methods
and the columns represent different datasets / met-
rics. For top-1 scores, we use N@1 since top-1
NDCG and Recall scores are equivalent in this case.
From the results we observe: (1) RAFTS retriever
consistently outperforms baseline methods across
all metrics, with an average performance improve-
ment of 3.56% across metrics and datasets. (2) In
contrast to sparse retrieval along, the additional
dense retriever significantly improves the rank-
ing performance. For example, RAFTS achieves
37.61% performance improvement in Recall@5
compared to BM25 on Check-COVID. (3) The per-
formance gains through our retrieval pipeline are
more significant on the Check-COVID dataset. For
instance, the relative improvement of NDCG@5
shifts from 0.35% to 8.05% when moving from
MS MARCO to Check-COVID. Overall, we find
the proposed retrieval pipeline in RAFTS performs
well in collecting relevant documents. In addition,
the retrieval pipeline proves to be essential for spe-
cialized domains like healthcare (e.g., COVID),
leading to notable performance improvements.

5.3 Fact Verification
We proceed to discuss our fact verification per-
formance of RAFTS, with the results reported in
Table 2. Similarly, methods are depicted in rows
and datasets / metrics are represented in columns.
The first group of baseline methods comprise super-
vised approaches (i.e. from dEFEND to CofCED),
followed by methods built upon GPT-3.5 (i.e. from
GPT-3.5 to HiSS), and the bottom row incorporate



Model LIAR RAWFC ANTiVax

P ↑ R ↑ F1 ↑ P ↑ R ↑ F1 ↑ P ↑ R ↑ F1 ↑

dEFEND 0.230 0.185 0.205 0.449 0.432 0.440 0.729 0.839 0.781
SentHAN 0.226 0.200 0.212 0.457 0.455 0.456 0.691 0.984 0.812
SBERT-FC 0.241 0.221 0.231 0.511 0.460 0.484 0.736 0.951 0.830
CofCED 0.295 0.296 0.295 0.530 0.510 0.520 0.731 0.956 0.828

GPT-3.5 0.291 0.251 0.270 0.485 0.485 0.485 0.771 0.850 0.808
CoT 0.226 0.242 0.237 0.424 0.466 0.444 0.816 0.877 0.845
ReAct 0.332 0.290 0.310 0.512 0.485 0.498 0.820 0.864 0.841
HiSS 0.468 0.313 0.375 0.534 0.544 0.539 0.823 0.887 0.853

RAFTS (w/ Mistral 7B) 0.616 0.305 0.408 0.626 0.516 0.566 0.839 0.873 0.854
RAFTS (w/ GPT-3.5) 0.471 0.379 0.420 0.628 0.526 0.573 0.886 0.908 0.897

Table 2: Evaluation results on fact verification, with best results in bold and second best results underlined.

RAFTS with Mistral 7B and GPT-3.5. We use P,
R and F1 to abbreviate precision, recall and F1
scores4, and we observe: (1) Both RAFTS vari-
ants demonstrates superior fact-checking perfor-
mance across all datasets. For example, RAFTS
with Mistral 7B outperforms the best baseline
method in F1 by 8.8%, while RAFTS with GPT-
3.5 achieves a significant 12.0% performance gain
on F1. (2) RAFTS with GPT-3.5 delivers the best
classification results overall. In particular, it leads
in precision / recall on two of the three datasets and
achieves the highest F1 for all datasets, averaging
a 7.8% increase in F1 performance. (3) Notably,
RAFTS w/ Mistral 7B backbone is superior than
all baseline methods on F1 scores despite its sig-
nificantly smaller size (7B) than GPT-3.5. This
suggests that the proposed in-context synthesis can
extract concise yet informative arguments and help
LLMs generate accurate predictions on claim cred-
ibility. In summary, the RAFTS can outperform
state-of-the-art fact verification methods by a sub-
stantial margin. Even when utilizing a notably
smaller model (Mistral 7B), RAFTS consistently
exhibits superior performance, highlighting its effi-
cacy in fact verification.

5.4 Explanation Generation
Based on the fact verification results, the expla-
nations for the prediction can be generated in a
similar fashion. To evaluate explanation quality,
we benchmark against GPT-3.5 and HiSS, as super-
vised and the rest LLM methods are not designed
to generate fact-checking explanations. We report
the explanation quality results in Table 3, with Po.,
Fa. and Rel. representing politeness, factuality and

4In our experiments, F1 score is favored as it balances the
trade-off between precision and recall, thereby offering a more
comprehensive performance measure for fact verification.

Dataset Method Po. ↑ Fa. ↑ Rel. ↑

LIAR

GPT-3.5 0.947 0.943 0.846
HiSS 0.967 0.964 0.848
RAFTS (M) 0.973 0.969 0.883
RAFTS (G) 0.969 0.969 0.852

RAWFC

GPT-3.5 0.965 0.949 0.856
HiSS 0.971 0.955 0.861
RAFTS (M) 0.974 0.971 0.757
RAFTS (G) 0.970 0.960 0.862

ANTiVax

GPT-3.5 0.958 0.963 0.774
HiSS 0.986 0.974 0.768
RAFTS (M) 0.987 0.976 0.800
RAFTS (G) 0.986 0.973 0.785

Table 3: Evaluation results on explanation quality, with
best results in bold and second best results underlined.

claim relevance. For RAFTS, we use (M) and (G)
to denote the Mistral 7B and GPT-3.5 backbones.
Our findings are: (1) both baselines and RAFTS
perform well in generating explanations based on
the fact-checking predictions, achieving average
scores above 0.9 for both politeness and factuality.
(2) GPT-3.5-based methods show similar perfor-
mance regardless of prompting strategies. For in-
stance, the average scores on ANTiVax across met-
rics are 0.898, 0.909 and 0.915 for GPT-3.5, HiSS
and RAFTS (G). (3) Surprisingly, RAFTS with
Mistral excels in explanation generation, achieving
the highest politeness and factuality scores on all
datasets, which may be attributed to the instruction-
following capabilities of Mistral 7B. In sum, the
explanation evaluation shows that RAFTS can con-
sistently generate high-quality explanations regard-
less of the choice of the LLM.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose RAFTS, a novel retrieval
augmented fact verification framework. RAFTS



consists of three key components: (1) example
retrieval, which provides informative in-context
demonstrations; (2) document retrieval that col-
lects relevant documents from verifiable sources;
and (3) in-context prompting, where few-shot
fact-checking is performed by considering both
informative examples and nuanced information
from contrastive arguments. As a result, RAFTS
achieves fine-grained fact verification without the
need for complex prompting techniques and large-
size LLMs. Our experiment results on benchmark
datasets highlight the superiority of RAFTS, which
consistently outperforms state-of-the-art methods
methods in both fact-checking performance and the
quality of generated explanations.

7 Limitations

Despite introducing RAFTS for retrieval aug-
mented fact verification, we have not discussed
the setting in which the document retrieval do-
main significantly differs from the fact-checking
domain (e.g., using Wikipedia documents to fact-
check COVID misinformation), which can cause
performance deterioration for domain-generalized
applications. Furthermore, we have not examined
the robustness and reliability of our example re-
trieval and document retrieval, which could un-
lock additional improvements for fact verification.
Consequently, we plan to explore a more gener-
alized and domain-adaptive solution for retrieval
augmented fact verification as future work.
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